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Jan Brett’s lovable bunny hero, Hoppi, and her remarkable Easter Rabbit will enchant readers as they pore
over illustrations filled with dazzling eggs made by Flora Bunny, Aunt Sassyfrass and others.

If Hoppi can make the best Easter egg, he will get to help the Easter Rabbit with his deliveries on Easter
morning. But it is not so easy. Discouraged, he goes into the woods to think when a blue robin’s egg tumbles
out of its nest. Hoppi keeps it safe and warm until the baby bird hatches, and when the Easter Rabbit arrives,
he declares the empty blue eggshell the very best one to reward Hoppi for his kindness.

Spring is everywhere in gorgeous illustrations framed with pussy willows, flowering vines and flowers. Side
borders feature busy rabbits making their unusual eggs and, in a border above, the Robin’s family drama
unfolds.

A gatefold surprise reveals the Easter Rabbit.

Watch a Video

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Babara Lopez:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive right now, people have
do something to make these survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place and notice by
surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated it for a while is reading. Yes, by
reading a guide your ability to survive boost then having chance to stay than other is high. For yourself who
want to start reading any book, we give you this particular The Easter Egg book as basic and daily reading e-
book. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Ruth Nicholson:

Do you have something that you enjoy such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to pick book like
comic, quick story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not hoping The Easter Egg that give your
fun preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading practice all over the world can be said
as the opportunity for people to know world considerably better then how they react toward the world. It
can't be explained constantly that reading habit only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who
wants to be success person. So , for every you who want to start reading through as your good habit, you are
able to pick The Easter Egg become your current starter.

Lily McDermott:

Reading a book being new life style in this year; every people loves to learn a book. When you go through a
book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge,
since book has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds of book
that you have read. If you need to get information about your examine, you can read education books, but if
you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, and soon. The The
Easter Egg will give you a new experience in reading through a book.

Rodolfo Born:

Do you like reading a guide? Confuse to looking for your preferred book? Or your book has been rare? Why
so many concern for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy intended for reading. Some people likes
studying, not only science book but novel and The Easter Egg as well as others sources were given know-
how for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel desire to read more and more. Science
guide was created for teacher or maybe students especially. Those textbooks are helping them to bring their
knowledge. In other case, beside science e-book, any other book likes The Easter Egg to make your spare
time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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